Let A = l'(F) be the subalgebra of Y consisting of all j eY with the property that X eF\f{s)\ < <x. Then under the usual /' norm, A is a Banach algebra with identity.
Considering the generator x as an element of A whose value is 1 at x and 0 elsewhere, it can be easily shown that Sp x = {A.: |A| < 1 \, where Sp x denotes the spectrum of x in A. In this paper we generalize this fact to a special class of elements of A that includes the generators x and y.
Given / e r we let S, denote the support of / in F, i.e. S, = {s £ F: f{s) / 0\, and we let G, be the subsemigroup of F generated by S..
We say / is free if G, is freely generated by S,. /" 1(r)f(e) and, hence, f~ l(r) = 0 (/" 1f is the identity which has value 0 except at e).
We now proceed by induction. Suppose that /" (r) = 0 whenever r ¿ G. We have 1 = /" lf(e) = f \e)f(e) = /" \e).
Claim. If s = tl...tm4e, t{ £ Sf; then /_ \s) = (-DmVi™ =lf(s .). Now ||/-^1 <2™=0{2/3)k <oo; hence /_1 £ A, i.e. 0 ¿ Sp f. Nevertheless, lSfte\f{s)\ = 10/9 > /(e).
In closing we mention that all the results above hold (with the same proof) if F was replaced by the free semigroup on 72 generators for an arbitrary «.
